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"We hope to make clear that ecology’s wager of mapping and rethinking the 
borders between the social and the natural is not merely compatible with our 
framework but, in fact, integral to it. For that, we will argue that these different 
modes of intercourse and their combinations imply not only different forms of 
relation to nature, but in fact different ways that nature is constituted as the 
“other” of sociality from the perspective of each of these social forms 
understood as modes of intercourse. Therefore, this positions our 
“transcendental” framework as a way to attain a new perspective on the social 
history of nature.” 

STP, Atlas of Political Experimentation, Section VIII: Seeing Nature: 
Capitalism, Ecology and Intercourse as metabolism
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A. In any given context, not every difference makes a difference. Let us call these particular situations, logical contexts and a point of view that singles out only 
the relevant differences the transcendental point of view. 

B. For specific logical contexts to cohere, some conditions must be met: 

B1. One must be able to define the atomic granularity of that context, beyond which differences do not make a difference – its basic analytic component. 
 
B2. This logical atom must, however, preserve enough information to allow us to generate new compatible atoms and combine existing ones - it must 
have synthetic power. 
 
B3. Finally, the atomic differences that make a difference in that context must be supported and propagated by a substrate that is essential indifferent or 
irreducible to it - its material basis. 

C. For a logical context to establish objectivity and regional coherence, one must find ways to propagate differences that abide to clauses B1, B2 and B3. In other 
words: that there is a transcendental point of view does not guarantee that there is a global synthesis of a logical space. 

D. A regionally coherent logic becomes globally consistent when it can guarantee that, for any new situation that presents itself, there is a way to integrate it to its 
logical space - a system which presents such a property is called a world.

CATEGORIES OF WORLD LOGIC
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WORLDS 
Any domain which we can decompose and recompose according to a certain logic and produce entities that 
remain coherent parts of that domain. 

EXISTENCE 
The quality of any being insofar as it is taken up as a coherent part of a world. 

BEING 
The point of view that considers parts of a world only insofar as they are multiples, with no further 
characteristics. There is a "world of being", called ontology, which composes and decomposes multiples such 
that the product of any operation remains part of the domain of multiples - its called set theory (or ZFC axiomatic 
system, more specifically). 

MATERIALITY 
The part of a multiple whose inner logic is “black boxed" to the a world in which that multiple 
exists, it is therefore integrated into the world only as “chunks" of stuff, whose specific logic can 
only be decomposed and analyzed as such when considered as part of a different world. 
 
REAL 
The part of the multiple that supports the existent that actually resists integration into the logic of a 
given world, remaining inaccessible or irreducible to it. 

ANATOMY OF A WORDLY COMPONENT

Depiction of a local part – or atom – of a world 
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A. For something to be “social" it is not enough that it directly involves humans, nor that it involves many people - it implies a type of interdependence between 
living systems. 

B. We can distinguish at least three different types of interdependent relations between parts and wholes in living systems: 

B1. An organism is itself a living system composed of parts that are equally living, called organs - this is organic interdependence.  
 
B2. An ecosystem is not itself a living system but it is composed of living organisms concerned with their own individual survival - this is ecological 
interdependence. 
 
B3. A social system is not itself a living system and it is composed of living parts that are not directly determined by their individual survival, which is only 
guaranteed indirectly - this is social interdependence. 

C. In a social system, the differences that make a difference for an living individual and those that make a difference for the socio-logical space diverge drastically. 

D. Because of this divergence, social contexts cannot count on immediate survival as the basis for propagating relevant social differences, forming social 
worlds. This requires social worlds to be formally “plastic” in order to constitute globally synthetic structures.

SINGLING OUT SOCIAL WORLDS
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BEING = MATERIAL = EXISTENCE 
MATHEMATICS 
 
We can always decompose the “stuff" of systems into new parts and it will remain part of the system 
(being=material) and every new intelligible point of view on a structure remains part of mathematics 
(material=existence). 
 
Ex: to open the black box of mathematical structures is a mathematical operation –and every 
intelligible point of view given to mathematic structures, through modeling, remains also 
mathematical. 

BEING = MATERIAL ≠ EXISTENCE 
PHYSICS 
 
We can always decompose the stuff of a system and remain within physics (being=material), but not 
every logic that organizes the material is part of physics (material≠existence) - hence the struggle to 
fit certain dynamics and phenomena into physical laws, which are limited. 
 
Ex: a same system can be analyzed from a micro or an aggregate point of view, and those remain 
both physical, but not every logical structure supported by the material under analysis is part of 
physics – human behavior is physics-dependent but not part of the world of physics.

BEING ≠ MATERIAL ≠ EXISTENCE 
SOCIAL WORLDS 
 
Not every decomposition of the material basis of a social world is social (being≠material), nor every relevant 
structure conditioning social reality can be seen from the same point of view (material≠existence). 
 
Ex: the basic principle of the division of labor is that the the logic of collective survival is no longer dictated by 
the logic of any particular living creature – hence the material support of social life, human and non-human 
reproduction, becomes determined by social reproduction, this allows social reality to submit its own material 
to decompositions that do not respect its form, creating a tension between the material and its multiple being.

BEING ≠ MATERIAL = EXISTENCE  
ECOLOGIES 
 
We cannot decompose the stuff of life into ever new parts – there are limits to what counts as a living 
system, as an organ (being≠material). But given any material substrate that can be caught up in life, every 
intelligible point of view we adopt on it is essentially part of the same point of view, of evolution and survival 
(material=existence) 
 
Ex: life depends on a separation between its form and the material exchanges it establishes with the 
surroundings, but the logic of the living form, no matter how heterogeneous, connects everything that makes 
a difference to life into the same general logic.

SINGLING OUT SOCIAL WORLDS
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KARATANI’S THREE MODES OF INTERCOURSE

MODE A (TA) MODE B (TB) MODE C (TC)

Logic 
Form 

Order 
Unstable Form 

Example 

Logical structure 
Basic topology 

Affinity 
Gift and counter-gift 
Rules 
War 

Families, affinity groups, 
nations, etc. 

Paraconsistent logic 
Closed set topology

Value 
Commodity exchange 
Tendencies 
Crisis 

Commodities, money, 
capital, etc. 

Intuitionistic logic 
Open set topology

Property 
Enclosure and alienation 
Law 
Revolution 

Contracts, pacts, juridical 
entities, States, etc. 

Classical logic 
Clopen set topology
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COMBINATION OF MODES IN A SOCIAL WORLD

A social world W is made up of mixtures of these three modes, and these mixtures 
can be decomposed into structures made of consistent pairs of social layers
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Kojin Karatani, The Structure of World History

INTERCOURSE AS MATERIAL EXCHANGE

Moses Hess, The Essence of Money
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THE DOMAIN OF MODES OF INTERCOURSE

Therefore, a mode of intercourse does not depend on a previous distinction between humans and non-humans, or human created 
spaces and non-human ones – “natural" is therefore not the opposite of “social”: there is no unified concept for what exists outside 
of a social world.

Affinity Property Value Boundaries Cuts Margins 

These processes (a to g) can take place between humans, between humans and 
non-human actors, or even only between non-humans. What the modes define 
is that, whatever processes or interactions these are, in order to be socially 
integrated under a given mode they must be amenable to consistently being 
decomposed and recomposed according to the mode’s logic.
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SOCIAL EXISTENCE AND ITS MATERIAL SUPPORT 

The logical consistency of a social “atom" 
relies on there being a material support 
that – even if its inner workings are not fully 
compatible with the given mode or 
combination of modes –  as a “black box” 
supports the social logic in a coherent way.
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TYPES OF MATERIAL SUPPORT IN SOCIAL WORLDS

The logical consistency of a social “atom" 
relies on there being a material support 
that – even if its inner workings are not fully 
compatible with the given mode or 
combination of modes –  as a “black box” 
supports the social logic in a coherent way.

Social atoms are necessarily localized on living systems, whose reproduction is guaranteed by the logic 
of a social world. 
 
But one can generate new social parts out of these necessary ones, to include: 

 
(1) Parts of these living systems that do not correspond to any biologically relevant components: 
gestures, positions, stages of life, behaviors, features, pathologies, etc… 
 
(2) Living systems whose reproduction is not fully, or not even partially, dependent on the social 
world in question: other species, forests, whole biomes, pets, etc… 
 
(3) Non-living systems whose reproduction is fully conditioned by the social system: tools, buildings, 
devices, etc…. 
 
(4) Non-living systems whose reproduction is not fully, or not even partially, dependent on the social 
world in question: deep earthly structures, the weather, the stars, etc… 

All of these can be integrated into a social world as long as they propagate (that is, record, conduce, 
unfold, etc) the logical form of the world in question. 

“Nature” is the name we give to the material support of social parts in general. And though not 
everything is nature – since not everything is in a social world – the fact here is no one concept for what 
is "not social" also means there is no one concept for what is "not natural”.
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TYPES OF MATERIAL SUPPORT IN SOCIAL WORLDS

 
 
Each mode of intercourse, insofar they create either shared boundaries, or abstract cuts or fuzzy 
margins between systems that interact, conditions differently the way nature is constituted and appears 
in a given social space. Besides the appearance of nature in a single mode, we must also consider that 
these are combined to form more complex entities, ultimately constituting the way the material basis of 
W appears to itself. 
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NATURE AS PERSON OR PARTNER
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NATURE AS PERSON OR PARTNER

Marshall Sahlins, On the ontological schema of 
‘Beyond Nature and Culture’
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NATURE AS PERSON OR PARTNER

Alfred Gell, Art and Agency
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The paraconsistent logic of mode A implies a profound dialectic of symmetry and asymmetry: two systems that share a boundary are placed in symmetry, since the limit 
between them belongs to both – this implies, however, a disequilibrium: which of the systems gets to posit the value of such limit?  
 
The very fact that, to remain within the logic of affinity, such symmetric boundaries need to be maintained, explains why the logic of the gift and the counter-gift is so 
strange: if the counter gift was equivalent to the gift, that would mean the initial actor would have determined the boundary asymmetrically – so it is important, for logical 
reasons, that the counter-gift re-establish the boundary or common ground in its own terms, to reinstitute symmetry through a mismatch between the things exchanged. 
 
Using Bogdanov’s theory that activity and resistance are relative concepts, and that resistance to action is how environments are distinguished from actors, we can then 
derive the corollary explored by Alfred Gell that, under mode A, the notion of actor, or agent, is essentially invertible: nothing guarantees, initially, that in an interaction 
between a human being and a non-human being, the former will always constitute the active side. 
 
This means that nature, and every consistent part of nature, is constituted in mode A as (1) always sharing common ground with something else, (2) always being the potential 
source of a perspective that defines the limits and values of boundaries, (3) an actor or agent. 

A possible name for the substance that has these three characteristics (common ground, perspective, agency) is "soul", or anima, and for the entity that possesses anima is a 
person.  
 
Evidently, not every aspect of the material basis of social worlds is conductive to this symmetric logic – but some are, such as pray-predator systems (the prey is also a 
predator), sexual reproduction (the generated also generate new beings), the cycles of the sun (day is between two nights, and vice versa), the mourning of the dead (which 
are dead but live on in us), the logic of speech itself (where the other receives but also creates the meaning), etc. These are potential material supports to different 
arrangements of affinity, and they appear themselves as potential actors with whom we partner up and negotiate.

NATURE AS PERSON OR PARTNER
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NATURE AS RESOURCE
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NATURE AS RESOURCE

Kojin Karatani, The Structure of World History
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NATURE AS RESOURCE

Donald Worster, Nature’s Economy: The roots of Ecology
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NATURE AS RESOURCE

James Scott, Seeing like a State
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NATURE AS RESOURCE

The classical logic of mode B relies on two basic conditions: that we may establish a cut that separates a part from its environment and that we may formulate consistently the 
property that unifies such parts. This entails an idea of ordering which, at its core, organizes social groups based on stable properties and parts of larger groups as part of a 
common order. The logical task which underlies the “legibility of the State” is then the question: how to define properties of parts such that order is guaranteed? 
 
This is the question of hierarchy, of establishing orders of belonging, and, through it, a question of how to measure the relation, or situate the place, of a part in a whole. 
Chains of command, structures of domination, divisions between boss and functionaries – these are all examples of the double process of defining the boundaries of social 
groups in such a way that an ordering between them makes the place of each part legible with regards to the larger structure. 

The process of creating a cut, allowing for a property to be defined, is – as Hobbes says – indifferent with regards to the means of obtaining the said separation: a social pact 
needs to be classical – it either exists or not – but it can be produced by common volition, as in a contract between two parties, or by violence, as in the case of plundering, 
enclosures, dispossession, etc.  

A possible name for (1) a set that has identifiable properties and (2) is extractable or alienable from its surroundings - be it a human or a non-human part – is a resource. 

Several aspects of the material support of social worlds can abide to the classical logic of mode B, specially those that have some functional closure, distinguishing 
recognizable states of nature: life and death of creatures, the stages of a crop, different classification of species, hierarchical dependency between living functions or parts of 
a natural environment, pronounced physical and physiological features – such as contrasting skin pigmentations or contrasting sexual chromosomes, etc. However, the need 
that materials be decomposed and recomposed as extractible sets, with no shared boundary or margin, also implies that the logic of property is constantly working against 
material tendencies of disorganization, interdependency and property gradients – hence the high and unrelenting logistical cost of maintaining roads, borders, population 
numbers, etc.
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NATURE AS RAW MATERIAL
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NATURE AS RAW MATERIAL

Kohei Saito, Marx’s Eco-socialism
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NATURE AS RAW MATERIAL

Andreas Malm, Fossil Capital: The Rise of 
Steam-Power and the Roots of Global Warming
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NATURE AS RAW MATERIAL
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NATURE AS RAW MATERIAL

The open structure of value, the fact socially existing entities have margins rather than cuts or boundaries, can be understood by realizing that mode C functions via a logic of 
destruction and construction: any part that can be destroyed – in the sense of losing its current form, but remaining materially relevant to value – and then employed 
constructively – that is, as part of a stepwise procedure built out of the available material – can be evaluated. 
 
Such logic is open in at least two senses. First, it is constructively open, in that if we only deem to exist what is explicitly constructible, then the difference between what we 
can construct as ours, and what we can construct as not-ours leave a margin open. To redo work procedures such that labor might be more intense, more efficient, optimizing 
time and value, is a way to explore the useful margins of commodities – both means of production and labor-power itself – and is one of the main sources of surplus-value. 
The second it is destructively open, in that a given commodity can be broken into previously unaccessible parts, finding new lower-scale properties that might allow for new 
types of construction. Again, it is a type of use margin, driven towards new material affordances, that allows value to exploit people and things – it even offers a definition of 
exploitation: the search for affordances beyond an object’s form. 

The difference between technology and technics is also clarified in this way: while technique is a constructive procedure combining available human and non-human forms, 
technology implies the introduction of previously unavailable aspects of the material support in the production of some active effect. Hence a pulley uses the weight of a rock 
and the already available affordances of wheels to reduce work, while a steam engine extracts from water an unavailable property - exerting pressure through being heated - 
in order to perform mechanical work. 

A possible name for a substrate that (1) has no definitive properties, being open to decomposition and (2) determines the available means of a procedure – is raw material. 

Part of the apparent universal power of value to capture any material support into its logic derives from the fact it resonates well with physical reality, which is filled with 
structures that draw macro-properties from lower-level interactions (thermodynamics) and with flows of energy that prevent the formation of closed systems, through entropy 
above all. The possibility to store dead labor on objects, as they acquire specific technical functions, as well as the general passivity of means of production to the procedures 
that mobilize them, demonstrate that, for mode C, nature is “raw material” not in the sense of “pre-processed” matter, but of a substrate devoid of inherent form.
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THE APPEARANCES OF NATURE
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"Naturalism" Energetic 
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The common feature of all creatures is that they are made of 
the same stuff, but there is no common culture to bind them 

other than functional properties
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HISTORY OF THE DOG

France, 17kya

Saudi Arabia, 8kya

“Beware of the dog” 
Pompeii, 4kya

China, 6kya

George Romney “Lady Hamilton (as 
Nature), 1782
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"The Kennel”, 1406Co-evolution and 
domestication “Dog fashions”, 1889
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PLANET

Patrice Maniglier, How many Earths?

Isabelle Stengers, The intrusion of Gaia

An Ecomodernist Manifesto

COUNTERING APPEARANCES
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THE NATURE OF POLITICS

We define politics as situated reorganizations of the social world 
such that the integration of living creatures into organized life 
leads a perspective irreducible to that of its direct integration 
into the social world.  
 
When this is the case, a difference is established between 
surviving (when the internal triangle commutes) and living 
(when it is projected onto the larger commuting triangle).
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This means that not every sketch of how to combine people into groups is (1) social 
– since our definition of social worlds implies a certain connection with social 
reproduction – or (2) political – since new forms that cannot propagate through 
non-social substrates cannot subsume the reproduction of living systems. Forms of 
negation or subversion of W that do not rely on any material to propagate 
themselves – therefore going against human capacity, non-human technical and 
ecological means – are, at best, weakly singular: they point to the novelty in Org, 
but they can’t impose a new structure on W. This allows us to remove from Org 
purely destructive political forms that undermine their own social reproduction.

THE NATURE OF POLITICS

We can use our theory of the natural dimension of social worlds to give further 
contours to Org.  We can define that (1) Org should concern exclusively social 
worlds, and that, therefore, (2) social atoms mobilized by Org need to have a 
natural support. This allows use to restrict the idea of the “space of all possible 
forms of organization” to the (still infinite) space of possible forms of organization 
that have real atoms "propagatable" by natural substrates.  Org is thus restricted to 
be the space of "materializable" organizations.
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THE NATURE OF COMMUNISM

Following a recent correction of our diagram, we distinguish here Org as 
“the space of materializable organizations” from PM – or political movement 
– as “the space of composable political experiments in W”. In this new 
schema, the communist hypothesis (CH) is no longer a “standpoint”, but the 
affirmation of a connection between the really existing political movement 
PM and the broader standpoint of all materializable organizations.

Follow the sources and targets of arrows: 
 
1. For W, T are the irretrievable sources of its composition. 
2. For PM, W is a retrievable source, and Org and irretrievable one 
3. For T, PM is a retrievable source and Org and irretrievable one. 
4. For Org, everything else has a source. 
 
Given the diverse determinations of PM and W, the arrows between them do not form an 
isomorphism – they determine the state of struggle in the world at a given moment.
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THE NATURE OF COMMUNISM

While Org is in fact (immeasurable) larger than W, PM is larger than W by the measure 
of how much the communist movement effectively exists, that is, by the measure of the 
distance between W and W+. The communist hypothesis (CH) can therefore be stated 
as: "we can measure “Org < W” via W+, or W(PM)" 
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Some of the consequences of further developing the theory of real social atoms, that is, of nature: 

(1) We can restrict what we mean by the “organizational point of view” of Org to something closer to Bogdanov’s own view, namely, restricting mathematical forms to those 
that have material realizability through non-social means (that is, that are propagatable through a natural substrate). 
 
(2) We can distinguish between new political forms that can emerge within a social space, subverting its logic, but which cannot propagate themselves – they are singular, 
but inconsequential under a relevant scale – hence weakly singular, from new political forms that can explore material dynamics in human and non-human substrates to 
effectively contribute to new forms of social reproduction. 
 
(3) We can show that there is a distinction between survival and living which is imminently political: to live is to be part of reorganizations of the world that could lead to 
new forms of social reproduction, to survive is to be integrated into forms of social reproduction that merely conserve the logic of the world.
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Timofeeva, History of Animals

Platonov, Rubbish Wind

Platonov, The Soul

Platonov, The Socialist Tragedy
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Zabolotsky, The Triumph of Agriculture
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The organizational point of view is to the social world… …. how the sun is to the earth.
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The sun provides not only the power of being seen for things seen, but, as I 
think you will agree, also their generation and growth and nurture, although it 
is not itself generation… Similarly with things known, you will agree that the 
good is not only the cause of their becoming known, but the cause that they 
are, the cause of their state of being, although the good is not itself a state of 
being but something transcending far beyond it in dignity and power. 

 Plato, The Republic VI (509b)
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WHAT IS A SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT?
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ENVIRONMENTAL LOGIC, 1:  
HOW IS NATURE CONSTITUTED IN SOCIAL WORLDS? 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL LOGIC, 2: 
WHAT IS A SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT? 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL LOGIC, 3: 
WHAT IS THE LOGIC OF COMMUNIST TRANSITION?
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ENVIRONMENTAL LOGIC, 1:  
HOW IS NATURE CONSTITUTED IN SOCIAL WORLDS? 
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